Utah Arm U3 / U3+ Fully Compatible with:

All i-limb Hands (Quantum, Revolution, Ultra)
All bebionic Hands (Large, Medium, Small)
Nearly all other Terminal Devices

Compare Features of Utah Arm U3 / U3+

- Supplemental battery connection
  - Add Touch Bionics, Steeper, IBT (FlexCells) for all-day usage (p/n 3010677)
- Auto-Detect all compatible TDs
- Easily interchange with ETDs - rugged!
- MC Wrist Rotator - 2x speed, 2x force
- COAPT compatibility
  - Up to eight EMG inputs
  - Control three degrees-of-freedom
  - Order COAPT Mod. - no extra charge (p/n 3010891B)

“ETD2” Preview

- Shorter than original ETD by 3 cm/1.2 in
- Secure gripping of flat and cylindrical objects
- FLAG option and Bluetooth®
- Auto-Cal - triggered by iPhone®
- Outside hook friction pads
- Replaceable finger lining
- Multi-Flex or Flexion Wrist options
- Safety release

Available late Spring 2017 (limited release)
COAPT Pattern Recognition Available from Motion Control

Motion Control is an official distributor of COAPT Products.

Pattern Recognition represents a new era in control systems for myoelectric devices. With the addition of Pattern Recognition, operating the prosthesis becomes intuitive and natural. Switching between degrees of freedom is virtually seamless.

Motion Control Products compatible with COAPT
• Utah Arm U3+
• Utah Hybrid Arm
• MC Standard Wrist
• MC ProWrist
• MC Terminal Devices

Utah Arm SuperCourse

April 5 – 8, 2017
Motion Control Headquarters
Salt Lake City, UT, U.S.A.

Actual fittings with:
SD/Forequarter, Trans-humeral, and Trans-radial patients

• In-depth training of Utah Arm 3+ with Standard and ProPlus Terminal Devices, Li-lon battery, TRIAD Preamps, and Myolab II
• Hands-on experience with MC User Interface software - bring your Windows® laptop & iPhone®
• Includes training with Touch Bionics and COAPT representatives
• Troubleshooting
• Convenient Wednesday - Saturday schedule

The 4-day SuperCourse is $1,350
For more information, or to register for the SuperCourse
email: info@UtahArm.com, or call 1.888.MYO-ARMS
www.UtahArm.com

If you’re unable to attend the SuperCourse, call for other options